ALL PRODUCTS,
LESS WORRIES,
MORE COMMITMENT

OPTIMAL BUNKER
SOLUTIONS FOR YOU
– TAKING ALL ASPECTS
INTO CONSIDERATION

We do business
based on our
own unique
concept called
Best Bunker Buy

Ask Dan-Bunkering for bunker fuels, lubricants
and related products and services for your
vessels worldwide. Thanks to our geographical
coverage and in-depth local knowledge, we
are your global yet local bunker supplier and
a vital part of any effective route planning in
every corner of the world. Our philosophy is to
foster long-lasting business relations based on
trust and mutual respect, and we strive for our
clients to become our partners.
Best Bunker Buy
We do business based on our own unique
concept called Best Bunker Buy. In short, Best
Bunker Buy means all products, less worries,
and more commitment.
• All products, because you can ask us for
any grade, anywhere and anytime.
• Less worries, because our financial strength
and risk management tools provide you
with a safe haven in the volatile oil market.

ON COURSE FOR
THE BEST BUNKER BUY
Before you order: Do you know – and do you
trust – the bunker supplier you are dealing with?

• And more commitment, because we go to
any length and take all aspects into
consideration to find the optimal bunker
solution for you.

Dan-Bunkering’s core business is worldwide trading
of bunkers, onshore and offshore. You can ask us
for any grade of bunkers, anywhere in the world
and at anytime of the day. We will make sure you
get the right bunker oil quality at the agreed time
at more than 3,000 bunker locations worldwide. No
matter the size of your bunker enquiry, we offer you
a competitive quote. Furthermore, we offer you a
range of related high-quality products and excellent
services.
Lube oil in bulk, drums, pails, cans, cartridges…
We offer you physical supply of all grades of fuel,
lube and gas oil, plus various additives for your
vessel’s engines. You can ask us for any lube oil
quantities: Bulk, drums, pails, cans, cartridges etc.
Our in-house team of lube oil experts offers you a
worldwide service and flexibility yet to be surpassed.
As an extension of our services, we offer analysis
of lube oil, enabling you to know exactly when it is
time to change or add more oil to your systems to
prevent damages.

Yachts and liners
Dan-Bunkering supplies a range of products and
services for yachts and liners. We supply quality fuel
worldwide – whether you are at anchor in remote
destinations or alongside the quay in busy ports,
Dan-Bunkering will fuel your journey. We are experts
in fixed price contracts which allow you the chance
to know the exact bunker costs for a given period.
Regardless of whether bunker prices go up or down,
you will purchase at a fixed rate, so that you avoid
collecting fuel surcharge from your clients or passengers.
Security service lessens worries
and insurance costs
Professional security service is an effective way for
you to lessen worries and minimise insurance costs.
Therefore, we have joined forces with an anti-piracy
company to offer you security solutions including
carefully selected and experienced maritime security
specialists. Using our professional guards can halve
your insurance costs and lessen worries among your
crew members and their families.

We are present in more than 3,000
bunker locations worldwide

ASK US FOR ANY GRADE,
ANYWHERE AND ANYTIME

Competitive prices and excellent professional service 24/7/365.

We have
incorporated
analysis of
lube oil samples
with several
survey companies
worldwide

WORRIED ABOUT FUTURE
MOVEMENTS ON THE VOLATILE
OIL MARKET?

Stop worrying. Dan-Bunkering can minimise your
risks, keep you safe from unpleasant financial
surprises, and ensure your earnings and cash
flow. We are experts in hedging and fixed price
agreements. Thanks to our credit lines, risk
management tools and customised strategies
we are able to fix your bunker prices and
eliminate your worries about future movements
on the oil market.

A Fixed Price Agreement
(FPA) gives you the opportunity to know your exact
fuel costs regardless of the
volatile bunker oil prices.

What is a Fixed Price Agreement?
An FPA is a mutually binding contract securing
your bunker prices at any port of your choice.
No matter the volatile bunker prices, you
purchase at a fixed rate, avoiding unpleasant
financial surprises and protecting you from
having to charge fuel surcharge from your
clients. There is no settlement with an FPA.
You pay the agreed price, regardless of the
market movements and the spot price at any
given time.
We will never let you down
We are fully insured, and we thoroughly select
the right partners. Due to our financial strength,
buying power and contact with all oil majors, we
eliminate your risks. We always do business in
our own name. This helps to eliminate your risks
no matter where your vessel takes bunkers.

An FPA offers
you the chance
to focus on your
core business and
avoid unpleasant
surprises

The right bunker quality at the right price at
the agreed place and time. That’s guaranteed.

Exposed to the volatility of the oil market?
We offer a safe haven through Bunker
Risk Management tools.

We know that skilled and dedicated employees make a world of difference.
Exposed to the volatility of the oil market?
We guarantee the right bunker quality at the
We offer a safe haven through our Bunker
right price at the agreed place and time.
Risk Management tools.

COMMITMENT IS A VITAL
PART OF OUR SUCCESSFUL
CORPORATE CULTURE
Dan-Bunkering’s dedicated teams of bunker traders are
working 24/7/365 to find the optimal bunker solution for
you, taking all aspects into consideration. We go to any
length to minimise your vessel’s idle time and, for your
convenience, we offer you one contact person and one
set of terms worldwide. Our goal is always to bring you
more nautical miles per dollar – and to do so in a way
that allows you to concentrate on your core business
while we focus on your total costs.
Our commitment reaches beyond business
We feel a strong local commitment, and we strive to
support community-based activities as a way of interacting
with and caring about the local community. The wellbeing of the people in our local community and especially
our employees is a vital part of our corporate culture. We
know that skilled and dedicated employees make a world
of difference to our clients; therefore it is vital to us that
our employees enjoy a high level of well-being.
Ahead when it comes to education and dedication
At Dan-Bunkering, we are dedicated to constant
improvement, and the learning process continues
throughout our employees’ entire career. All our
employees go through a comprehensive training
programme, and we have established our own
international business academy offering both standard
courses in bunkering and management, and courses
tailor-made for specific purposes or particular regions.
Our staff is always ahead when it comes to education
and dedication.

Our dedicated
teams of bunker
traders are there
for you 24/7/365

We go to any length to
minimise your vessel’s idle
time and bring you more
nautical miles per dollar.

One world,
one contact person,
one set of terms

We belong to a professional and financially
strong group of companies with interests in
ship owning and shipping activities.

WE HAVE BEEN
EXPANDING
AND PIONEERING
SINCE DAY ONE

Dan-Bunkering has always been a pioneer in the
bunker business. Since the start of our activities
in 1981, we have constantly been developing
groundbreaking ideas and creating new
customer-focused products and services for the
benefit of our clients. Our story so far has been
about success and development, and – thanks
to our employees’ dedication, commitment and
talent – the company has rapidly become one
of the world’s leading bunker companies.
From a local broker to a world leading
bunker company
Our history can be traced back to 1876 when
the local ships broker Julius Mortensen Shipping
was established in Fredericia, Denmark. Almost
a hundred years later, in 1974, the company
bought a well-reputed local shipping company,
and shortly afterwards we expanded our

business area to include bunker trading of fuel
and oil products. By 1981, the bunker activities
were separated into an independent company,
and in 1984 the bunker company was named
A/S Dan-Bunkering Ltd.
Global yet local
Over the last ten years Dan-Bunkering has
established offices in all major time zones. To
provide even greater service, we are present
in all regions, with experienced bunker traders
with in-depth knowledge of their local markets.
No wonder Dan-Bunkering is considered the
global yet local bunker company.

Rechnitzer.dk

You will find no
stronger partner
in worldwide
bunkering

GET A MARKET
BRIEFING FIRST
THING IN THE
MORNING

dan-bunkering.com

Dan-Bunkering’s offices worldwide keep
you up to date with the oil and financial
markets on a daily basis. Wake up wiser.
Get accurate market reports every morning.
Call us or visit dan-bunkering.com
to subscribe.

